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Offshore fishing report key largo

First, if you're trailering your own boat or want to learn about how to fish in Key Largo-listen to my podcast series on . Also on Stitcher, iTunes, Spotify and iHeart Radio. Good Karma Sportfishing. The seas off of Key Largo, Tavernier and Islamorada are fairly quiet for early June. However,
we are beginning to feel the El Nino 2019 summer heat in the air. The temperature of the water has crossed into the high 80s and is even creeping into the low 90s. In my opinion conditions could not get better, the hoter it gets the better the fishing gets. Eric and his guys with a Big Mutton
Snapper Preparing for a Key Largo, Tavernier or Islamorada Fishing Charter? Aside from bringing a hat and sunscreen, here are 2 things that people seem to forget. These 2 things are most important apart from a good attitude and being nice to your captain or partner... Buy polarized

glasses before going on a fishing charter Make sure you buy good polarized eye wear. My recommendation for customers to buy a pair of Flying Fisherman Glasses. They're tavernier! They are affordable and kick butt! Visit their Tavernier showroom at: 171 Hood Ave. Unit 2 Tavernier,
Florida 33070 Also I recommend Blue Tinted Lenses for offshore fishing so you can see the fish in the ocean. Make sure your children have good polarized glasses to prevent headaches and illness. Even if your kids don't like wearing sunglasses or hats, make sure you do your best to
prevent them from getting sick. Do your utmost to prevent seasickness- It can ruin your fishing Trip The Good Karma is equipped with a Seakeeper 2 that helps prevent motion sickness, but you should take all possible precautions. Even in summer, when the forecast calls for flat seas you
are still sick. The ocean rolls and there is nothing a captain can do about an ocean singa in. Best to listen to the captain of a charter if they are on the water much more than the customer, in all types of sea conditions. Conditions change daily and sometimes by the hour. Here's what I
recommend: Don't eat greasy breakfast. No eggs from McDonalds some of my last guests. No hangovers!!! Keep an eye on your parties the night before. The ocean will punish you if you're hungover. It's not fun. Bonine seems to be working for most clients about Dramamine the night
before the charter. Recommend taking the seasickness pill of your choice the night before, the drug will get into your bloodstream and actually work. If you take it the morning before, it may or may not work. Don't eat bananas the morning before the charter. They'll make you sick and they
won't take them on my boat. yes, I'm superstitious, and I don't care what other captains say. If you are prone to seasickness go to the doctor and a recipe. If you are really prone to seasickness, you tried the tips and they didn't help you- I would recommend a recommendation charter. The
Good Karma does not offer backcountry fishing trips. Also read all the rules and regulations prior to booking a charter with Good Karma Sportfishing. Young children are very sensitive to seasickness and heat so do your best to help your kids have a great day on the water to get them
prepared. Key Largo, Tavernier and Islamorada Fishing Update Late June in my opinion is the absolute best time for Dolphin, Groupers and Mutton Snapper fishing off Key Largo, Tavernier and Islamorada. Dolphin/Mahi Mahi Pisces If you book a dolphin charter, you need to be patient and
be in it to win it. Once we go offshore - once we get there, we're there. Be prepared for the heat and the bright sun. Young Trey with his first dolphin! My last few trips offshore I have found the larger dolphin and tuna traps before skipping fresh dead Ballyhoo rigged. This works best when
there is no wind. Kelsey with her very first dolphin There are lots of baby dolphin around and the big food skipping ballyhoo while the little ones eat artificial lures. It's an adrenaline rush to watch a big dolphin attack a ballyhoo off of the outriggers. Nice Blackfin Tuna In the past couple of
weeks we had a couple of really big fish crash on the skip ballyhoo. It's a heart stopper to see this happen. So far we have had to settle for the 20 to 30 pounder dolphin and a few nice gaffers. The smaller schoolies we catch on live pilchards. I'll keep rigging them and skipping them all
summer in the fall. I know there is a monster bull or large marlin eating my special rigged ballyhoo skipping the surface in the near future. Snapper and Grouper We get them, but you have to be willing to leave the dock at 30 minutes before the sun rises. If we're lucky, we'll have a little cloud
cover. The bite is closed mid-morning. I also have mid-afternoon in the evening charters. These are the production of large bottom fish like the Black Groupers. We caught two nice Black Manchers yesterday. Key Largo Fishing Forecast through July 4th I will target black groupers using
heavy tackle along the deep edges of the reef, along with large Mutton Snappers on my reef and wreck fishing charters. We'll see more dolphin pushing through. We can focus dolphin on beautiful days, but the sea conditions should be fun for a dolphin trip. Until July 4th, we will have little
larger size Blackfin Tunas swimming through. Big summer King Fish will start to push through as well. I use titanium wire rigs in the summer months for King Fish. Offshore we have a chance for a Blue Marlin in July. Mangrove Snappers will be on the reef in a few weeks, so we'll target them
instead of Yellowtails. July is the slowest month for Yellowtail Snapper. Who knows, they might be able to do not bite in July. The Fishing Gods will determine. RedFish and Mutton Snappers move back into the deep water after the spawn is over. African Pompano If you're an Instagram
Fisherman or Facebook Fisherman or waiting for my fishing reports or weather updates, I recommend just going with your instincts if a good fisherman does and just plan a fishing trip. Cyberfishing and High expectations can only burn you. The guys who have the best luck fishing with me
just plan a fishing trip and let me take care of the rest and I appreciate that! Thanks for taking the time and reading my fisheries report. Check out my podcast on the Stitcher App, I Heart Radio or my website – Good Karma Sportfishing. It's free and hopefully good information. Follow me on
Instagram: www.instagram.com/goodkarmasportfishing_fl_keys/ Like Me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/GoodKarmaFishingCharters/ Don't forget when you fish It's All Good. Captain Ryan 305-619-2126 Good Karma Sportfishing Islamorada Fishing is world class. There are not many
places on this planet that can offer the various fish available in Islamorada. Offshore, Patch Reef, Gulf and Bay, Back County, Everglades, the Flamingo and Bridges are all active destinations for the largest fishing fleet in the world. The species are endless. Some favorites are tarpon,
licensed, bonefish, redfish, snook, shark, sailfish, mahi, wahoo, backfin tuna, pigfish and many species of snapper. Epic doesn't even do justice to describing the fishing in Islamorada. Islamorada Times provides the latest and most accurate fishing reports in all florida keys. Fishing Report
11/24/2020 Offshore: Well, how about that! The wind finally stopped blowing late this week as Tropical Storm ETA made its way through the Keys, and thank God it wasn't any worse for us than it was. It really messed us up for last weekend and the first half of the week, but as of Thursday it
was back to business as usual. The fishing this week for the first 2 days has been successful with a good bite all around. No reports of the bumps or sword ledge yet. The first boats to venture out went out this morning, and I haven't yet received a report on the offshore bite, but I'm sure
there are some tunas on the hump, a few mahi scattered about, and a sword or two from the ledge. Reef: The reef was dirty with some decent flow, and the Yellowtail fish was solid. Plenty of Cero macks in the chum, as well as some nice yellow bar jacks. All this made for some great table
fare for our customers, and threw in a few sails to end the day and it was all smiles. The wreck fishing seemed a bit on the slow side after this storm, but with the water actually dirty green it wasn't much of a surprise. The king macks and bonitas were happy, as well as a decent bite of sails
from the edge, so things come together. I'm sure with a few days of nicer weather things will be right where we left them last week. Golf and Bay: We ventured into the Gulf waters on a recent while taking advantage of some wonderful Islamorada Islamorada The water was really clean and
with that came some great fish. Cobias and large bull redfish along with all the regular wave dwellers made for non-stop action fishing. The water cooled and the Spanish mackerel begin to appear, great fishing for any type of fisherman. Fishermen targeting Snappers around the canals and
grassy areas in the bay reported good numbers of fish. Flats, Backcountry and Flamingo: We finally have some cooler weather and the fish in the Islamorada backcountry are loving it. Fishing in Everglades National Park has been epic lately and will continue to do so. We have been fishing
the Flamingo area and the bite is spectacular with large numbers of Snook and Redfish. Fishermen aiming to fish on the shallow flats are reporting big action with snook and redfish while casting flies and artificial. The snook fishing around the many island canals and coastlines in the
hinterland is amazing and with beautiful Snappers, Tarpon and redfish. Fishermen targeting Bonefish reported some major action while working the tides both ocean and bayside in Islamorada. Some big licenses are also around as well. Around the bridges: Great action can be taken while
fishing on the many Islamorada bridges and canals this time of year. Groupers, Snappers, Jacks, Snook and Tarpon are all part of the regular catches. It's a great fishing to take advantage of on the windy days. Fishing Report provided by: Captain Juan Garcia www.letsgofishing.com 305297-0438 for backcountry charters, and Captain James Chappell 305-803-1321 www.catchalottafish.com for offshore charters. Tailing tarpon * Send an email info@islamoradatimes.com or call/text 484-919-2133 for referrals and recommendations for the best captains and guides in
Islamorada and the surrounding Florida Keys. Keys.
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